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LEGAL ASSISTANCE AND PROTECTION IN CRIMINAL 
PROCEEDINGS: INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS AND 

INTEGRATIVE DOCTRINE

Abstract. The article analyzes the international standards of legal aid and protection 
institutions in criminal proceedings, reveals doctrinal aspects of these institutions, highlights 
ways to improve legislation taking into account the case-law of the ECHR, discloses the issues 
of eliminating legal collisions, ensuring the effectiveness of institutions of protection and legal 
assistance.

When deciding on the circle of persons who can perform the function of protection in 
criminal proceedings, it is necessary to be guided by the provisions of international legal acts. In 
particular, the national legislation should enshrine the main provisions of such an act as “Principles 
and Guidelines of the United Nations regarding access to legal assistance in the criminal justice 
system” (UN Economic and Social Council Resolution 2012/15, July 26, 2012).

The solution of the problem is seen in the need to supplement the criminal procedure doctrine 
with a theoretical model of the legal counsel (legal counsel, legal attorney) and, accordingly, to 
consolidate it to supplement the CPC of Ukraine with the norm “Legal assistance to legal attorneys”.  
Legal assistance to witnesses, applicants, representatives of the legal entity in respect of which the 
proceedings are carried out, taken, pledges, translators, experts, specialists, is provided by their 
chosen legal attorneys (legal attorney).

Legal assistance – multiple-aspect bar activities, aimed at ensuring the rule of law, which 
constitute the exercise of legal advice, assistance in drafting legal documents, initiating and 
participating in the conduct of procedural action, evaluation of the appropriateness, reliability and 
admissibility of evidence, the analysis of the legitimacy of legal decisions, the implementation of 
measures for the restoration of violated rights.

Institute of protection – it is a holistic system of relatively isolated and independent and 
joint special subject of regulation of specific legal norms that regulate an important part of public 
relations in the State to ensure the rule of law and the protection of rights and freedoms of members 
of the criminal justice.

In todayʼs criminal counsel may participate in criminal proceedings in three different status: 
1) as a defender of the suspect, accused, convicted, justified; 2) as a representative of the victim of 
physical persons; a legal entity that is affected civil plaintiff, civil respondent; third person; 3) as 
legal assistant to the witness.

Prescription of the Constitution that exceptionally lawyer carries out representation of 
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another person in court, as well as protection from criminal prosecution does not mean establishing 
the monopoly of lawyers to perform the function of protection.  

Wise will introduce a new conceptual system of legal assistance and protection: 1) Protection 
of the suspect can make as lawyers and other professionals in the field of law, for which there is no 
reason for removal. 2) Defendant and defendant in court should carry only a lawyer who offered 
to appoint judicial agent. 3) Legal assistance to victims, civil plaintiffs, civil and for third parties 
(art. 63 of the CPC of Ukraine) can make as lawyers and other specialists in the field of law, 
which can act in the procedural status of the representatives of the respective parties. 4) Legal 
assistance to witnesses, applicants to other participants of the process can make as lawyers and 
other professionals in the field of law.

Implementation of the constitutional principles of legal assistance and protection in criminal 
proceedings requires a clear definition of the procedural status of the Defender, the representative 
and law agent, development and adoption of the law on the independent Institute the investigation, 
which has become an independent institution of the criminal procedural law.

Keywords: international standards of protection, the legal doctrine, protection, legal aid, an 
independent human rights inquiry

Introduction. The legal system of legal assistance and protection in criminal 
proceedings, based on the norms of the Constitution of Ukraine, Ukraine, develops taking 
into account international legal acts and case-law of the ECHR. Judicial and legal reform 
in Ukraine has taken certain steps in this direction to ensure the rule of law, but has not 
ensured the formation of a holistic doctrine of legal assistance and protection.

The norm “Exclusively a lawyer shall defend against criminal charges” 
(article 131-2) is fixed in the Constitution of Ukraine by the newly elected 
Parliament of Ukraine, under the slogans of abolishing the monopoly of lawyers to 
perform the functions of protection and legal assistance in 2019. On the one hand, 
the “advocateʼs monopoly” in criminal proceedings leaves unchanged and, on the 
other hand, the concept of “prosecution” in the law is insufficiently legally certain, 
because in the pre-trial stages of criminal proceedings against persons who are held 
to responsible, the act of notification of suspicion is done. So the question about 
subjects of protection from the ongoing public act of suspicious.

The relevance of the topic under study is caused by new revolutions of legal 
reform, imperfection of existing laws, and insufficient analysis of legal aid problems.

Analysis of recent scientific researches and publications shows 
that the problem of legal assistance and protection in criminal proceedings, 
despite some attention of domestic (A. Biryukova, 2018, & I. Golovan,  
I. Dubivka, 2017, V. Zaborovsky, 2017, P. Malanchuk, O. Maslak, &  
M. Voronkova, 2017, O. Maslyuk, 2017, V. Nor, & A. Voynarovych 2016,  
S. Overchuk, 2016, V. Tertyshnyk, 2018), and foreign researchers 
(Anagnostopoulos, Ilias. The right of access to a lawyer in Europe: A long road 
to travel? (Speech at the CCBE Seminar on Human Rights – Athens, 2013), Case 
of Shabelnik in Ukraine, Case of Zagorodniy in Ukraine, Coster van Voorhout &  
E. Jill, 2016, Gavilan, & Jodesz, 2017, D. Giannoulopoulos, 2016, Gilbert, & 
Dominic, 2018, Judgment of the European Court of Human Rights in the case 
“Golovan in Ukraine”, 2012 (Application no. 41716/06), G. Letsas, 2013, Mutual 
Legal Assistance Manual. Council of Europe. Belgrade, 2013, A. Soo, 2010, Te. 
Theodore, 2018, “ANALYSIS-Deep Dive, Community legal aid service: Too 
much, too soon?”, requires more integrative analysis taking into account modern 
international legal acts (United Nations Principles and Guidelines relating to access 
to legal assistance in the criminal justice system) and the case-law of the ECHR 
(Decision of the European Court of Human Rights, 2011).

The purpose of this work is to determine ways to harmonize the doctrine 
of protection and legal assistance in criminal proceedings, taking into account 
international legal standards.

Formulation of the main material.
The doctrine of legal aid is a holistic and harmonious system of principles, 
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beliefs, perceptions, ideas, concepts and model rules concerning the formation of 
the legal Institute and operationalize effective legal assistance to persons entering 
in any relationship. It is based on intellectual, spiritual, cultural and scientific 
development of society, state, morality, and the political and ethical culture 
of a holistic and harmonious system of principles, beliefs, perceptions. It is a 
system of knowledge, which is the core theoretical and conceptual framework of  
law-making, law enforcement and the right of interpretation activities, which is 
aimed at ensuring rule of law in the state.

The doctrine of legal aid is due to the intellectual, spiritual, cultural and 
scientific development of society, the state of morality and the political-legal and 
ethical culture of the people a holistic and harmonious system of principles, views, 
ideas, ideas, concepts and model norms for the formation of a law institution and 
the practical provision of effective legal assistance to persons entering into any 
legal relations, a system of knowledge that acts as a theoretical core and conceptual 
basis for law-making, law-enforcement and the right of interpretive activity.

Legal assistance is activity of lawyers, which is focused on the rule of law in 
the state and ensuring the protection of individual human rights, implemented in the 
form of application of the Institute of protection and other types of legal assistance, 
the contents of which are: implementation of legal advice and clarification; 
assistance in preparing and submitting applications, petitions, complaints and other 
legal documents; initiation and participation in the proceedings and a proper record 
of their progress and results; assist in the evaluation of supplies, reliability and 
the admissibility of evidence, the analysis of the legality of legal decisions, taking 
measures to restore violated rights, compensation for damage caused by the offense.

Separate forms of legal assistance are: a) legal advice, which are held by 
lawyers and representatives of public human rights organizations and other experts 
in the field of law; b) representation of the victim (article 58 of the Сode of criminal 
procedure of Ukraine) civil plaintiff, civil defendant; a third party (article 63 of 
the Сode of criminal procedure of Ukraine), and the representation of persons, 
property of whom can be arrested (article 64-2 of the Сode of criminal procedure 
of Ukraine); c) legal assistance to a witness (article 66 of the Сode of criminal 
procedure of Ukraine); d) protection of a suspect, accused, defendant, convicted 
and acquitted, a person of whom compulsory medical or educational measures are 
envisaged and person who can be sent in extradition to a foreign state and a person 
of whom the Institute of rehabilitation in criminal proceedings is applied.

Forms and methods of legal assistance are not exhaustive and they are formed 
and developed, they need a clearer legal certainty.

Taking into account the trends of educational reform, multi-level education 
system and the formation of masterʼs programs today it is advisable to provide a 
separate discipline “Legal assistance and protection” in the curricula for masters, 
the content of which would include both legal and organizational, forensic and 
psychological aspects of providing professional legal assistance and protection. 
Accordingly, the components of this discipline can be “legal assistance and 
protection in criminal proceedings”, as the most complex and multifaceted special 
part of this discipline. It will be right if the scientific specialty “12.00.09 – criminal 
procedure and criminalistics; forensic examination; operational-search activity” 
is supplemented with the important direction “legal assistance and protection in 
criminal proceedings”.

To improve the mechanisms of legal aid and protection, in our opinion, it is 
necessary to systematize and codify the existing constitutional norms, international legal 
acts, legislative norms and legal positions and case-law of the European court of human 
rights, to develop and adopt a separate code – “Code of legal aid and protection”.

Protection in criminal proceedings is a kind of legal aid and acts as a legal 
form of opposition to the prosecution and is carried out by a participant in the 
criminal process, which is called the defender.
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The function of the protection is legal professional activity of specifically 
authorized to execute it by independent subject of the criminal process – the defender. 
It is aimed to ensuring the rule of law in criminal proceedings, protection of rights 
and legitimate interests of the person, who can be brought to criminal liability, 
denial of suspicion and accusation, the establishment of innocence of a person or the 
circumstances mitigating her responsibility, rehabilitation of illegally convicted person.

Usually, the exercise of protection in criminal proceedings is often considered 
in the context of the activities of a lawyer. But the lawyerʼs activity and the activity 
of the defender are not identical.

In the modern criminal process, a lawyer, as a representative of a human 
rights institution, which should do the function of legal assistance, can take part 
in criminal proceedings in three different statuses: 1) as a defender of a suspect, 
accused, convicted, acquitted, a person of whom compulsory medical or educational 
measures are envisaged and person who can be sent in extradition to a foreign state 
(article 45 Code of the criminal procedure of Ukraine), a person against whom the 
Institute of rehabilitation is applied in criminal proceedings; 2) as a representative 
of the victim (article 58 of the Code of criminal procedure of Ukraine) civil plaintiff, 
civil defendant; a third party (article 63 of the Code of criminal procedure of 
Ukraine), and as a the representation of persons, property of whom can be arrested 
(article 64-2 of the Code of criminal procedure of Ukraine); 3) as a legal assistant 
(consultant) of witness (article 66 of Code of criminal procedure of Ukraine) – 
legal assistance or in other words legal counsel.

None of the outlined competencies in Criminal procedure law has received 
a proper systemic legal definition yet. The law has not adequately regulated both 
the legal aid function as a whole and the protection function, which creates many 
problems in ensuring proper justice.

Insufficient clear regulation of the function of protection, means and forms 
of legal assistance is aggravated with existing legal fictions, lack of legal norms, 
insufficient logic and terminological shortcomings of the law, they reduce the 
effectiveness of all criminal legal activities.

It is logical in the Code of criminal procedure of Ukraine to abandon the logic 
of the concept according to which “the defender uses the rights of the person who is 
protected by him”, and the representative with “rights of the person who is represented 
by him”. This concept has not found continue to provide legal assistance to the 
witness, the person who came to confession and other participants in the process. 
Accordingly, there is a need for analogous status of the defender or representative 
to clearly determine the procedural status of a specialist who will provide legal 
assistance to other participants in the process, and moreover, in the Code of criminal 
procedure of Ukraine in certain norms systematically and separately to form the 
rights in accordance with the “defender”, “representative”, “legal assistance”.

Article 131-2 of the Constitution of Ukraine with the following content 
became a novelty of law: “advocacy operates for rendering professional legal 
assistance in Ukraine. The independence of the advocacy is guaranteed. The 
principles of the organization and activity of the advocacy and the implementation 
of advocacy in Ukraine are determined with the law. Only a lawyer shall defend 
against criminal charges”.

These provisions create a certain competition of legal norms of national 
legislation and international legal acts, they are internally contradictory and 
controversial. First, the requirement of Art. 131-2 of the Constitution of Ukraine 
that “only a lawyer shall defend against criminal charges” does not mean the 
establishment of a monopoly of lawyers to perform the function of protection in 
criminal proceeding. So according to part 2 of article 42 of the Code of criminal 
procedure of Ukraine the guilty person is a person, the indictment about him 
is carried out to the court, according to the article 291 of Code of criminal 
procedure of Ukraine. Under the current Code of criminal procedure of Ukraine, 
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protection from the act of suspicion is carried out at the pre-trial investigation, and 
protection from prosecution is possible only in the judicial stage of the process. 
Consequently, the provisions of the constitutional regulations that “exclusively 
a lawyer shall defend against criminal charges” do not exclude the protection of 
a suspect (a person, who has not accused yet) by another lawyer who is not an 
advocate. Secondly, this novella does not meet the requirements of art. 22 of the 
Constitution of Ukraine, concerning inadmissibility of restriction of the existing 
rights and freedoms at adoption of new laws, and also it contradicts the decision 
of the Constitutional Court of Ukraine (Decision of the Constitutional Court 
of Ukraine in the case on the constitutional appeal of the citizen Golovan Igor 
Vladimirovich on the official interpretation of the provisions of Article 59 of the 
Constitution of Ukraine (case on legal assistance, 2009), the basic international 
legal acts (United Nations Principles and Guidelines relating to access to legal 
assistance in the criminal justice system) and case practice of ECHR (Decision 
of the European Court of Human Rights, 2011).

The Constitutional Court of Ukraine in its decision on the 30th of September, 
2009 in the case of the constitutional appeal of the citizen Golovan Igor 
Vladimirovich concerning the official interpretation of the provisions of article 
59 of the Constitution of Ukraine (the case of the right to legal aid), determined:  
1. The provision of the first part of article 59 of the Constitution of Ukraine “everyone 
has the right to legal assistance” should be understood as a state-guaranteed 
opportunity for any person, regardless of the nature of his legal relations with state 
bodies, local governments, associations of citizens, legal entities and individuals 
to freely, without undue restrictions to receive assistance on legal issues in the 
scope and forms as he requires; 2. A person during interrogation as a witness in the 
bodies of inquiry, pre-trial investigation or giving explanations in legal relations 
with these and other state bodies has the right to legal (juridical) assistance from 
a person elected at his own request in the status of an advocate, this situation does 
not exclude the possibility of obtaining such assistance from another person, if the 
laws of Ukraine donʼt have restrictions.

The European court of human rights in the case “Zagorodny V. against 
Ukraine” clearly defined its position. In its decision of the 24th of November, 
2011, the European court of human rights found a violation of paragraphs  
1 and subparagraph “C” paragraph 3 of article 6 of the Convention, because the 
applicantʼs right to free choice of counsel was limited, and the state created a 
situation incompatible with the principle of legal certainty, which is one of the 
basic aspects of the rule of law.

The new international legal source of law, such as the “United Nations 
Principles and guidelines on access to legal assistance in the criminal justice 
system” (UN Economic and Social Council Resolution 2012/15, July 26, 2012), 
should also be guided by the conceptually appropriate provisions for democratic 
societies in addressing the problem of the range of persons who can serve as 
a defender in criminal proceedings. Let us take attention, in particular, to its 
main concepts and provisions aimed at expanding access to legal assistance in 
criminal justice systems: “the person providing legal assistance is called a “legal 
counsel”, that is, a legal adviser; “States use various forms of legal assistance, 
it can be public defenders, private lawyers, lawyers by agreement, paralegals 
and others”; “without prejudice to the rights of the accused, legal assistance 
should be provided to victims and witnesses at all stages of criminal justice”; 
“States should recognize and encourage the contribution of the Bar Association, 
universities, civil society and other groups and institutions in the provision of 
legal aid”; in order to facilitate the functioning of the national legal aid system, if 
it is necessary, States should, take measures to:.. “to enable paralegals to provide 
the forms of legal assistance permitted by domestic law or practice to arrested, 
detained, suspected or accused persons of a criminal offence, in particular in 
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police stations or other places of detention.“...” (United Nations Principles and 
Guidelines relating to access to legal assistance in the criminal justice system).

First of all, in the Code of criminal procedure some gaps should be removed on 
the definition of the status (including the right to protection) about following persons: 
a) persons appearing to confess; b) persons, who actually became under investigation 
because of registered statement about the crime, but he is not detained and has not 
reported about suspicion yet (has not received the status of a suspect); c) persons who 
have committed socially dangerous acts, but have not reached the age of criminal 
responsibility; g) persons who have committed socially dangerous acts in condition 
of insanity and in respect of which the investigation is being carried out.

In this aspect, the criminal procedure legislation of Germany was explored. In 
the Code of criminal procedure of Germany four concepts are applied respectively 
to stages of process: “verdachtider” – the person concerning whom there are bases 
for suspicion him in commission of crime; “berschuldigter” – the person concerning 
whom criminal procedural production is carried out;“angeschuldigter” – the person 
concerning whom the charge is brought; “angeklagter” – the defendant.

We propose to establish a single status – “under investigation” – in respect of 
all named persons who become parties to criminal legal relations. In the Ukrainian 
language synonyms of the word “suspicion” are the words “assumption” and 
“doubt”. The “doubtful” participant in the process is the bitter reality of the present. 
The use of the term “under investigation” would be more correct. It indicates the 
actual position of the person, and not a subjective view of the situation on the part of 
the investigator. In addition, it is stylistically neutral and from the whole synonymous 
series has minimal expression, carries less emotional coloring. It is characteristic that 
in relation to the stage of the trial, the legislator has long used the term “defendant”. 

The use of the term “suspect” should be abandoned, because it has more 
elements of subjectivity and is not associated with the actual state of the person. 
And this condition of the specified persons is a condition which is covered by the 
universal concept – “the person under investigation”.

It is necessary, fulfilling the requirements of part 2 of article 5 of the European 
Convention for the protection of human rights and fundamental freedoms, to restore 
the concept of a preliminary investigation – “the accused”. It defines: “Everyone 
who is arrested must be immediately informed in a language understandable to him 
the reasons for his arrest and any charge brought against him”.

Therefore, at the pre-trial investigation in respect of persons against whom 
the proceedings are carried out, two possible statuses must be legally defined – the 
defendant and the accused, accordingly in court the accused becomes the defendant.

Therefore, in our opinion, the law ought to give such a definition: “Defendants 
are persons who gave surrender, in respect of whom there are allegations of 
committing a crime and criminal proceedings, as well as persons, who were 
detained on suspicion of committing a crime, who has restraint if such persons 
have not been charged, and also no jurisdiction or young person in respect of which 
the proceedings are held to solve the issue on application of compulsory measures 
of educational or medical nature”.

The person under investigation should be entitled to primary legal assistance 
from a lawyer or other legal specialist (the rules of the legal monopoly do not apply 
to the protection of such persons).

Consequently, it would be appropriate to introduce a new conceptual system 
of legal aid and protection: 

1) Protection of all persons under investigation (including a suspect under 
modern legislation) may be provided by both lawyers and other specialists in the 
field of law, in respect of which there are no grounds for recusal. 

2) Protection of the accused and the defendant must be done only by a lawyer, 
who is proposed to be called a judicial attorney and his close relatives can be as 
representatives of the interests of the defendant.
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3) Legal assistance to victims, civil plaintiffs, civil defendants and third 
parties (article 63 of the Code of criminal procedure of Ukraine) may be provided 
by both lawyers and other legal experts and close relatives who may act in the 
procedural status of representatives of the relevant persons.

4) legal assistance to witnesses, applicants and other participants in the 
process may be provided by both lawyers and other specialists in the field of law, 
who may act in the procedural status of professional attorneys (Legal Counsel), 
that is, persons providing legal assistance outside the application of representation 
or protection.

Granting the defender the rights of the person whom he protects, the new 
Code of criminal procedure of Ukraine, is not coordinated with the new Law “On 
advocacy”, in the complicated constructions for logical understanding confused 
idea of parallel lawyer investigation and complicated implementation of the 
principle of competitiveness of the parties.

The analysis of practice shows that, firstly, the procedural rights granted 
to a professional defender are not enough for the realization of their tasks and 
socially useful professional knowledge and abilities, secondly, it is clearly not 
enough for adequate opposition in an adversarial trial to the prosecution, and 
thirdly, the rights thus granted are not clearly spelled out in the law with legal 
fictions and unsuccessful, vague terminology, which makes difficult to effectively 
use them.

In the list of the rights of the lawyer there are quite problematic definitions. For 
example, according to paragraph 7 of article 20 of the Law of Ukraine “On advocacy” 
lawyer has the right in the manner prescribed by law to ask, receive and withdraw 
things, documents, copies. “Used here the concept of “withdraw”, in contrast to the 
more correct “receive voluntarily issued” can be interpreted as their forced seizure.

But it should also be noted that the use of certain in article 20 of the Law 
of Ukraine “On advocacy” rights in criminal proceedings, even “defender-lawyer” 
is unlikely to be possible. According to part 3 of article 9 of the Сode of criminal 
procedure of Ukraine “laws and other regulatory legal acts of Ukraine, the provisions 
of which relate to criminal proceedings, must comply with this Code. A law that 
contradicts this Code cannot be applied in criminal proceedings”. Moreover in the 
article 1 Code of criminal procedure contains the requirement – “criminal procedure 
in Ukraine is determined only by the criminal procedural legislation of Ukraine”. In 
addition, according to part 1 of article 84 of the Сode of criminal procedure “evidence 
in criminal proceedings are factual data obtained in accordance with this Code”, and 
in accordance with part 1 of article 8 of the Code of criminal procedure “evidence is 
admissible if it is obtained in the manner prescribed by this Code”.

Evidence in criminal proceedings may be only things, which were obtained 
in accordance with the procedure provided with the Code of criminal procedure. 
And everything else, according to the developers of the Code of criminal procedure 
of Ukraine – is “materials” of unknown status to science.

It should be noted that such a problem does not arise when a lawyer 
provides legal assistance in civil proceedings. A simpler concept is defined about 
admissibility of evidence – “the court does not take into account the evidence 
obtained in violation of the order established by law” (article 59 of the Code of 
civil procedure of Ukraine). And article 8 of the Code of civil procedure of Ukraine 
fairly defines the principle of legality more tolerant in relation to the system of 
law, fixing the order of this content: “the Court decides cases according to the 
Constitution of Ukraine, laws of Ukraine and international treaties, which were 
allowed by the Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine. The court shall apply other normative-
legal acts adopted by the relevant body on the basis, within the powers and in the 
manner established by the Constitution and laws of Ukraine”.

This approach is more appropriate. It is necessary to remove artificial barriers 
to the use in criminal proceedings of factual data obtained outside the criminal 
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process, in the manner prescribed with other laws.
Obviously, in the current Code of criminal procedure of Ukraine artificial 

formalization of evidentiary law and the institution of protection was done, it 
contradicts the objective laws of knowledge, logic and natural law, is able to turn 
the trial in long process, when it will be difficult to see the concern for the fate of 
man. Criminal procedure legislation and the law on advocacy and legal practice 
need to be harmonised and substantial improvement.

It is necessary to develop and legally define in the Code of criminal procedure 
of Ukraine The Institute of evidentiary activity of the defender and legal attorney  – 
the Institute of independent human rights investigation.

Independent human rights investigation in criminal proceedings is a separate 
Institute of Criminal procedural law and the activities of legal counsel and attorney 
based on the evidence. It consists in self-realization in a special procedural form of 
the system of cognitive, practical and authoritative actions, which due to the subject 
and objectives of protection and legal assistance to identify sources of evidence, 
receipt and record the actual data, their verification and clarification belonging to 
the case, admissibility and reliability, enabling the use to achieve the goal of justice.

The rights of the defender about carring out evidentiary activities should be 
expanded and described systematically and specifically in the Code of Criminal 
procedure. The Institute of independent human rights investigation in criminal 
proceedings should include the possibility of the defender for help by the private 
detective in getting evidence and using the thus obtained actual data in evidence, a 
clear definition of the procedure for temporary access to documents, their seizure and 
conservation.  The implementation of an independent human rights investigation 
in criminal proceedings should be attributed exclusively to the competence of the 
defender, legal counsel and the Commissioner of the Verkhovna Rada for human 
rights and it should not be the competence of other representatives of the defense.

The status and rights of the defender must be clearly spelled out in a separate 
norm in the Code of criminal procedure of Ukraine.

In particular such basic rights of the defender should be prescribed in this norm:
– to have a confidential face-to-face meeting with the detained person under 

investigation before his first interrogation and to provide him with the necessary 
legal advice, and after the first interrogation-to have a meeting with the defendant 
without limitation of their number and duration;

– to be present at interrogations of the client and also at implementation of other 
investigative actions which are carried out with his participation or at his request;

– to appeal with lawyer inquiries, including concerning receipt of copies of 
documents, to public authorities, local governments, their officials and officials, the 
enterprises, establishments, the organizations, public associations and also physical 
persons (by consent of such physical persons);

– to get acquainted with the necessary documents and materials for advocacy 
at enterprises, institutions and organizations, except those ones which contain 
information with limited access;

– to collect evidentiary information which is not prohibited by law;
– to request and receive voluntarily issued audio-video materials, electronic 

and other material carriers of evidentiary information, copies of documents, to 
make copies of documents, to interview persons with their consent;

– to use technical means, including for copying the materials of the case in 
which the lawyer is defender, representer or provides other types of legal assistance, 
to record the procedural actions in which he participates and to record the course of 
the court session in the manner prescribed by law;

– to contact with experts and receive written opinions of specialists, experts 
on issues requiring special knowledge;

– to prepare and to submit applications, complaints, petitions and other legal 
documents and to submit them in accordance with the procedure established by law.
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Feature of activity of the defender in criminal process consists on receiving from 
the client the data which would not report to other person under any circumstances. 
The lawyer, in general, as well as the defender, in particular, is obliged to keep equally 
secret both the information received from the client and information about the client.

Certain guarantees of the defender should be determined in the Code 
of criminal procedure of Ukraine. It will be justified to note that lawyer has all 
guarantees, which are provided by Article 23 of the Law of Ukraine “On advocacy”.

Granting a witness the right to use the help of a lawyer (article 66 of the Code 
of criminal procedure of Ukraine) does not solve the problem of providing him with 
effective legal assistance. The lawyer is the representative of the legal Institute of 
advocacy and he is only a potential participant in the process and may become the 
participant in the process only after receiving a certain procedural status, for example 
to protect a suspect, he receives the status of the defender, to provide legal support to 
the victim – status of the representative, and to provide legal assistance to the witness 
no procedural status, while remaining “just a lawyer”. There is a question – what 
rights will be used by him and is it admissible here to use the formula which has 
already been applied by the legislation “the person rendering legal aid-uses the rights 
of the person whom he helps”. The legislator did not give an answer, leaving these 
questions to the conscience of law enforcement practice and legal science.

The solution of the problems we see in the need to supplement criminal 
procedure doctrine with the theoretical model of the Institute of legal attorney and, 
accordingly, to supplement the Code of criminal procedure of Ukraine with a norm 
“legal assistance by legal attorney”.

“Legal assistance to witnesses, applicants, representatives of the legal entity in 
respect of which the proceedings are carried out, witnesses, pledgers, translators, experts, 
specialists shall be provided by legal attorneys elected by them at their discretion”.

Legal attorney can act as a lawyer or his assistant and other specialist in the 
field of law, in respect of which there are no statutory grounds for withdrawal from 
participation in the case.

Legal attorney has the right to:
1) be notified about the procedural status of the person who needs a legal 

assistance;
2) to get acquainted with the document about the call or other documents 

about presence of the person in the law enforcement Agency; 
3) to provide to the person, to whom the legal aid is provided, consultation on 

legal questions in enough volume and forms, including confidentially within time, 
which does not infringe the rights of other persons;

4) to apply for a change in the procedural status of a person, if it does not 
comply with the requirements of the law; 

5) to declare, in the presence of the bases provided by the law, challenge to 
the detective, the investigator, the prosecutor, the investigating judge, the judge; 

6) to apply for the application of security measures provided for by law to the 
person to whom legal assistance is provided; 

7) to be present at carrying out investigative and other procedural actions which 
are carried out with participation of the person to whom the legal aid is rendered; 

8) to explain to the person who is provided with legal assistance the right to refuse 
to testify and answer questions about himself, his family members and close relatives; 

9) during carrying out procedural actions to put questions, to submit the 
remarks and objections concerning the order of carrying out actions which are 
brought in the Protocol;

10) get acquainted with the protocols of investigative (search) and other 
procedural actions performed with his participation and make written comments, 
clarifications and additions; 

11) to apply technical means for fixing of results of procedural actions in 
which he is participant;
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12) to submit evidence to the investigator, prosecutor, investigating judge, court;
13) to object to illegal actions of the detective, the investigator, the prosecutor, 

the investigating judge, the judge; 
14) to provide legal assistance to a person in the preparation of written 

applications, complaints, petitions or claims, or with the consent of such person to 
make on her behalf written documents of a legal nature; 

15) to file complaints against decisions, actions, inaction of the detective, the 
investigator, the prosecutor concerning interests of the person to whom the legal 
aid is rendered.

Legal attorney is obliged: to respect the rights and freedoms of human and 
citizen; not to impede establishment of the truth; to observe the principle of fair trial 
and under no circumstances to inform the court obviously incredible or unreliable 
information; not to disclose without the permission of the investigator, prosecutor, 
court, pre-trial investigation data and other information which has become known 
to him in connection with participation in criminal proceedings and which is the 
secrets protected by the law; to prevent the disclosure in any way of confidential 
information which has been entrusted to him or has become known in connection 
with the performance of his duties; to avoid committing acts which would harm the 
interests of the person assisted or the rights and freedoms of others.

Conclusions. The implementation of the constitutional foundations of legal aid 
and protection in criminal proceedings requires a clear definition of the procedural 
status of the defender, the representative of the person and the legal attorney, the 
development and adoption of the Institute of independent legal investigation, which 
should become an independent Institute of criminal procedure law.
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Володимир Тертишник, Андрій Фоменко

ПРАВНИЧА ДОПОМОГА ТА ЗАХИСТ У КРИМІНАЛЬНОМУ ПРОЦЕСІ:  
МІЖНАРОДНІ СТАНДАРТИ ТА ІНТЕГРАТИВНА ДОКТРИНА

Анотація. У статті аналізуються міжнародні стандарти інститутів правничої  
допомоги та захисту в кримінальному провадженні, розкриваються доктринальні  
аспекти даних інститутів, висвітлюються шляхи удосконалення законодавства з урахуванням  
прецедентної практики ЄСПЛ, розкриваються питання усунення юридичних фікцій і колізій, 
забезпечення дієвості інститутів захисту та правничої допомоги.

При вирішенні кола осіб, які можуть виконувати функцію захисту в кримінальних 
провадженнях, слід керуватися положеннями міжнародно-правових актів. Зокрема, в  
національному законодавстві варто закріпити основні положення такого акта, як “Принципи 
і керівні положення Організації Обʼєднаних Націй, що стосуються  доступу до юридичної  
допомоги в системі кримінального правосуддя” (Резолюція Економічної та Соціальної Ради 
ООН 2012/15 від 26 липня 2012 р.).

Розвʼязання проблеми бачимо в необхідності доповнити кримінально-процесуальну  
доктрину теоретичною моделлю інституту правничого повіреного (legal counsel, legal 
attorney) та відповідно для його закріплення доповнити КПК України нормою “Юридична 
допомога правничим повіреним”. 

Юридична допомога свідкам, заявникам, представникам юридичної особи, щодо якої 
здійснюється провадження, понятим, заставодавцям, перекладачам, експертам, спеціалістам, 
надається обраними ними на власний розсуд правничими повіреними (legal attorney).

Правничим повіреним (legal attorney) може виступати як адвокат чи його помічник,  
так і інший фахівець в галузі права, відносно яких немає передбачених законом підстав для 
відводу від участі в справі. 

Ключові слова: міжнародні стандарти захисту, правова доктрина, захист, правнича 
допомога, незалежне правозахисне розслідування
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